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What Does 'Sustainable 

Development' Mean? 


People say that money is not the key to happiness but I always figured if 
you have enough money, you can have a key made, 

Rivers 

Introduction 

The starting point for the concept of sustainable development was t he aim to 

integrate environmental considerations into economic policy. More profoundly, 
it was conceived as an attempt to bring environmentalist ideas into the central 
area of policy, which in the modern world is economics. It was to be the 
on which the mainstream was to consider the environmentalist case. 

The concept of sustainable development carefully balanced environmental 
concern with endorsement of economic growth, at least in the South. It was 
deliberately conceived as heing something more palatable than the hardline 
environmentalist message. Rather than challenge the idea of growth directly, it 

to modify the kind of growth strategies that were 
Thl~ result of this aim for halance betwcen environmental and economic 

concerns was a consensus on a definition that was at the very least rather VagUC. 
Some have seen the vagueness as meaninglessness: you can claim anything as 

of sustainable development. Another view is that although there is much 
disagreement at present, with time the meaning will hecome clearer as people 
learn a new environmental language. (>thers have argued that sustainability IS like 
other important political ideas, such as liberty and justice, which are 'contestable 
concepts'. That people do not agree on the exact meaning docs not mean that 
t here is no meaning at all. They argue that sustainable development is a concept 
that has succeeded in moving the debate forward and towards the 
environmentalist position. 

the problem is disagreement about what '(leVelopment means. 
Is it about economic growth and industrialization, as it is commonly seen, or is it 
about non-material improvement in life? The second part of the chapter will 
discuss different ideas about how development itself should be seen. It will 
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Defining sustainable development 

'Sustainable development' is a meeting point for environmentalists and 
developers. The environmental scientist Tim O'Riordan argued in his 1988 essay 
'The Politics of Sustainability' that the reason for the popularity of the term 
sustainable development lay in the way that it could be used both by 
environmentalists, emphasizing the sustainable part, and by developers, 
emphasizing the development part. t The definition of sustainable development 
given by the Brundtland Commission, 'development which meets the needs of 
the present without sacrificing the ability of future generations to meet their 
needs', is often criticized as hopelessly va).,rue or, in the language of non
operationalizable. In his 1988 essay, O'Riordan expressed the concern that the 
vagueness of the definitjon would allow people to claim almost anything as part 
of 'sustainable development', reducing the term to meaninglessness. 

Criticism of the vagueness of Brundtland's definition is accepted to some 
extent by Nitin Desai. When I asked him for his personal definition of 
sustainable development, he said: 

Having been guilty of many, including the ones you see in the Brundtland 
Report, 1 hesitate to add yet another. And I would urge at this point. the 
issue is not defining sustainable development, but 
the woru 'uevelopment' itself. The value of any definition of developme 
is simply the clue that it gives to the moral premises of the person who's 
giving the definition. So one person will describe development in terms of 
improving prospects for human beings, human resource 
Someone else will uescribe it in terms of growth. They are not really very 
valuable as operational definitions. It's not as if someone decides 'I want 
development. Now let me find out what it is'. That's never the way things 
work ... Definitions are useful only for the clue that they give you for the 

on which somebody works. If you can't define development 
how can you define sustainable development in a simple 

formulation? 

The problem in agreeing on the meaning of 
sustainable development is not fundamentally about agreeing upon a precise 

but about agreeing upon the values that would underlie any such 
definition. 

Slistainahility or sllstainahle lkvdoplHl'nt? 

Th" dcgrl'l' (If ditkrcllcl' ahout v;ducs beco1l\es appareflt wilen VOl! consider 
all()ther questi()n: arc sllstainahility and sustainable development the same 

or an: they different? This is a strange question to have to ask. It seems obvious 
that they must be different because otherwise the word 'development' would be 
entirely superfluous, but it is politically important for many people to avoid 
making a distinction. Making a distinction drives a into the consensus that 
formed the basis of the Brundtland Report and Agenda 21 around the mutual 
need for environmental protection and development. 'Sustainable 
is the cornerstone of that consensus. In Agenda 21 the terms 
'sustainable development' were used 

Tim O'Riordan drew a distinction between and sustainable 
development.:! He saw sustainable 

to develooment. while the idea of 

you an tnstght as to how this Iconcept of sustainable 
in the Brundtland Report ... roLind the time J was 

that the issue of development was not 
that environmental management would stop 

the very necessary growth which was required in developing countries in 
order to meet some very basic needs ... The notion of sustainable 

entered the Brundtland Commission basically as an attempt 
to find the meeting ground from a perception which saw environmental 
matters essentially as matters which controlled towards a perception which 
saw the issue more in terms of redirecting growth. rf you look carefully at 
that chapter of Brundtland which talks about sustainable development, 
and look also at the fine print in it, not just the famous definition which 
everybody comes up with. What were the components of sustainable 
development which were spoken of there? And you will see that it is an 
attempt essentially at talking in terms of redirecting development anu 
growth, rather than stopping it. Because it recognises very clearly that you 
mList meet people's needs. 

The identification of sustainable development with the growth agenda has made 
radical environmentalists deeply suspicious of it. The acceptance of the 
of 'sustainable development' by governments and other institutions seen as 

representing the status quo fuelled the belief among radical environmentalists 
that the whole idea is a smokescreen. I 
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\X'e're struggling for the language 111)\1/ for a wh()iL- set ()f ('(lIlCl·!'ts thaI arc 
urgent in Ilur conversation that hadn't heen while the world was ullfull. .. 
We didn't need all this language about limits and sustainahility and our 
language is now very much lacking ... Sustainability is my word for the 
moment to talk about what I do. Not sustainahle development, and lord 
knows not sustainable growth. I mean Herman Daly's very clear, very strict 
definition. You have stable population, you have stable throughput and you 
have that stable throughput for each source and sink below its limits. To me 
that's sustainable society. That's a physical definition ... Then we have social 
sus tainabili ty, the question of decent human lives and justice ... 
Sustainability means meeting those physical requirements; and beyond that, 
meeting those social requirements that have to be met so that the system 
doesn't blow itself apart socially. 

I'm vcry aware that not everybody uses the word in those ways ... The 
Eskimos with all their supposed words for snow needed them and pointed 
to this kind of snow - you used this word, and that kind of snow, you used 
that word. ()ften enough that everyone had a shared experience of snow X 
and snow Y and snow Z. And then they didn't have to go through all the 
rigmarole, but for a while they had to. And that's where we are right nllw ... 
I t's a mess. But social transformations are messy. 

That last sentence of Donella Meadows's is particularly worth bearing in mind. 

There has been disagreement and confusion, but it may not be a permanent state 

of affairs. 

A 'contestable concept'? 

Another view is that of Michael Jacobs in his book The CreCfl /;'COflOJJly. 4 Ill' 

argues that sustainable development is a 'contestable concept' - one that affords 

a variety of competing interpretations or conceptions: 'Many political objectives 

are of this kind: liberty, social justice and democracy, for example. These 

concepts have basic meanings and almost everyone is in favour of them, but 

deep conflicts remain abollt how they should be understood and what they 
imply for policy.,5 

That something is a con tes table concept does not mean that it has no 

meaning at all. Words have meanings when there is a consensus among a 

language community about what they mean. You cannot be like llumpty

Dumpty in ,·J/ice Tbro/~l!,!J tbe l,ooki'~I!,-Cla.r.r: '''When I use a word," said 

Humpty-Dumpty in a scornful tone, "it means what I want it to mean, neither 

more nor less."'() People do try to distort the use of words for political ends, but 
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What kind of definition? 

II()\\ tightly is It possible to define legitimate use of the term sustainability? 

Sh()uld priority he granted to physical or social criteria? Let me quote the 

sentences immediately after the Brundtland Commission's famous definition: 

Sustainahle development is development that meets the needs of the 
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet 
their own needs. It contains within it two key concepts: 

the concept of 'needs', in particular the essential needs of the 
world's poor, to which overriding priority should be given; and 
the idea of limitations imposed by the state of technology and social 
organization on the environment's ahility to meet present and future 
needs. 

Thus the goals of economic and social development must be defined in 
terms of sustainability in all countries - developed or developing, market
oriented or centrally planned. Interpretations will vary, hut must share 
certaIn general features and must flow from a consensus on the basic 
concept of sustainable development and on a broad strategic framework 
for achieving it. 

Development involves a progressive transformation of economy and 
society. i\ development path that is sustainahle in a physical sense could 
theoretically be pursued even in a rigid social and political setting. But 
physical sustainability cannot be secured unless development policies pay 
attention to such considerations as changes in access to resources and the 
distrihution of costs and benefits. Even the narrow notion of physical 
sustainability implies a concern for social equity between generations, a 
concern that must logically he extended to equity within each generation.~ 

In this crucial passage, Brundtland seems to be identifying the crucial elements 

of sustainable development as meeting basic needs, recognizing environmental 

limits, and the principles of intergenerational and intragenerational equity. 

In that sense, sustainable development is not sllch a vague idea as it is 

sometimes accused of being. The problem of actually operationalizing 

sustainable development remains, however. The difficulty in giving an operational 

definition of sustainable development, or even in reaching agreement on what are 

the key clements of the idea, lies in the fusion of two concerns that pull in 

somewhat different directions: the environmental and the social. 

The notion of needs leads to Brundtland's concern for intragenerational 

equity. The notion of limits underlies Brundtland's concern for intergenerational 
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sustainable development is the seeming impllssliJilil} of determining what 

are 'needs'.H It is not necessary to follow the ecol\omist's vi<:w that no 
distinction can be made between wants and to accept that the distinction 
is a difficult one. Is air conditioning a need in very hot and humid climates? Are 
fresh vegetables in winter a need? They are things that many people have 
managed without for a very long time and which are environmentallv costlv. but 
which people find very beneficial. 

Since sustainable development as presently defined seems to be non
operationalizable, is it of any value? I spoke to one initial critic who had b<:en 
won round to the usefulness of the idea of sustainable development. The Dutch 
economist Hans Opschoor told m<: how he had been at a symposium on the 
Brundtland Report shortly after it came out. H<: had intended to give a talk 

the conceDt of sustainable development for being vague, non
a cover for all sorts of bad things. Jan Pronk, 

then a Dutch member of parliament and later Environment 
him at the table waiting for his turn to speak. Pronk look<:d at ( JpSChOOr's notes 
and told him that if he said what he was planning to, he would b<: assisting in 
torpedoing a concept that would have international policy implications. So 
()pschoor changed his pres<:ntation and said that although it was hard to make 
operational, he was not prepared to reject the conc<:pt yet. I -k told nK that he 
was glad h<: had done that b<:cause it had tUfl1<:d out to b<: a way to get almost 
20() countries together to discuss I h<: issues and h<: could not think of another 
way that would have be<:n as dfective. 

What does 'development' mean? 

A very important aspect of the difficulty in defining sustainable (\ev<:lopment IS 

that, as Nitin Desai pointed out, people do not agree on what th<:y mean 
'development'. Is it about human d<:vdopment by improving <:ducation and 
health, or about material consumption through economic growth? 

The goal of 'development' was first formally enunciated by President 
Truman in 1949. The objective was gen<:rally seen in terms of increasing that 

inv<:nted measure, GNP For the first couple of decades development was 
state-directed industrialization. In th<: newly ind<:pendent 

some were more 'socialist' and emphasized state ownership of most 
of the economy, while others wer<: more 'capitalist' and allownl ext<:nsive 
own<:rship. But in both cases an emphasis was placed on the rok of the state in 
promoting industrialization. Another important aspect of that develo!, 
model was an emphasis on import substitution. Colonialism had madc 
countries concentrate on exporting commodities, such as cash crops or raw 
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latCf \,('I'''I''Il~, Ih(' elllphasls switchl.'d from Import substitution to export 
orienled growth. 

The id<:a was that the available capital (frequently from foreign aid) should be 
concentrat<:d. The industries created would kick-start a wider process of 
industrialization that would 'take off' and become self-sustaining. The theory also 
held that the wealth created from growth should he concentrated so that it would 
be invested in nroductive activities enabling 'take off', rather than be diverted to 

of incomes would increase for several decades 
v rural to urban. Only as industrialization became 

predominant would inequality decrease This 'Kuznets curve' (named after 
the Nobd Priz<:-winning economist Simon Kuznets) was held to have been the 
pattern that the devdoped countries had followed, so it must also be the pattern 
that d<:veloping countries would have to follow. 

In the 1960s, doubts about the modd began to set in. Although economic 
growth was taking place, it was not bringing tangible benefits to the poor, and 
was often even leading to their further impovcrishment. Only in countries that 
took deliberatc steps to promote equality through land reform and investment in 
mass education and health care was the condition of the poor improving. 
Millions of pcople from the expanding rural population were migrating to the 
cities whcrc resources had been concentrated, in a desperate, and usually 
unsuccessful, search for work. The emphasis on economic growth had 
overlooked other aspects of social progress. The problem was initially seen as 
simply lack of jobs, but it was realized by the 1970s that the poor were held back 
by lack of education, bad health and nutrition, and policies that favoured the 
elite. A new approach was taken up by the United Nations, based around social 
inclusion, promoting equity and fulfilling human potential. The 'Basic Needs' 
approach to development became fashionable in the mid-1970s. It would target 

the basic needs of the billion people already in absolute poverty. There 
were basic material needs in terms of food, education, health, housing and 
sanitation. There were also non-material needs such as fundamental human 
rights, participation and self-reliance. The approach was taken up by many 
governments and even by the World Bank for a while. However, the 
tended to concentrate on top-down state provision of basic public serVices, 
rather than the non-material aspects to empower the poor themselves. 

The Basic Needs approach was quickly swept away by events. The debt crisis 
that emerged at the beginning of the 1980s created a strong pressur<: to pay the 
loans by reducing public expenditure. The IMP and World Bank mad<: such cuts a 
condition of further loans, as was d<:scribed in the last chapter. They went on to 
insist on 'structural adjustment': an economic realignment along free market lines, 
which involved reducinll the role of the state, removing subsidies, liberalizing 
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the basic needs approach continued a kind of semi lIndergn 1tIl1d 

existence in the 1980s. The Brundtland basic needs at the 
the 

simultaneously placed very substantial 
example of Brundtland's tendency to try to be all to all people). 

Human development 

A new alternative development model came to prominence in the 1 99()s -'human 

with the Indian economist Amartya Sen, who was 
to win the 1998 economics Nobel Prize for his work, and was taken up by the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in its annual Iluman 

j)elJe/opJllellt Report from 1990. Human development judges a society's standard of 
living not just according to the average level of income, but according to 
capabilities to lead the lives they value. Commodities arc not seen as somethll1g to 
be valued in themselves, but as a means of enhancing capabilities such as health, 
knowledge, self-respect and the ability to participate in society. 

The UNDP's I luman Development Index (HDI) combines statistics for life 
expectancy, literacy and income and ranks the countries of th(~ world. Some 
countries with modest incomes, sllch as Costa Rica, Cuba and Sri Lanka, have 
life and literacy rates that rival those of Western countries. The part 
of the world that is most famous for a high level of human 
low incomes is Kerala, the homeland of the peoples of the 
state on the south-western coast of India. In terms of GNP per capita, it was the 

fourth poorest state in India, yet by the 1990s life expectancy was 73 years 
(compared with 61 in India as a whole and 76 in Britain and the United States) 

and adult literacy was 91 per cent (compared with 65 per cent in India as a whole 
and 99 per cent in most Western 

Another impressive statistic is Kerala's fertility rate of 1.7 children per 
the same as Britain, rather less than the United States' 2.1 children and 

much less than the Indian average of 3.1 children. As Sen notes, Kerala had a 
lower birth rate than China (1.9 children) and achieved its 
transition in the 1980s both more rapidly than China and without any coercive 
measures.') 

Like Costa Rica, Cuba and Sri Lanka, Kerala achieved this by much 
of what little money it had in providing basic health and education services. 
Ilowever. free market critics have argued that this state expenditure prevented 

activities and stalled growth. AU 
these nations experienced rapid human development. but then experienced 
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expenditure again, 


Greens have frequently seen these nations as a model for the rest of the 

much of what growth is supposed to bring in human terms, but 
without the material consumption and consequent environmental destruction, 

Sen and followers of the human development approach also see these nations as 
in a more real sense than countries like Brazil 

which have experienced economic growth, but had disappointing human 
development. There is a difference between Greens and the followers of the 

human development approach, however. Human development sees economic 
growth as a good, but a secondary one, while Greens are doubtful of economic 
growth at all. Some Greens have argued that Kerala and Sri Lanka arc developed 
enough, even though the people have very little in material terms compared to 
those in the West. Others seem to have thought that a rather higher level of 

was optimum. although the extremely high consumption levels of 
the \X/est arc seen as • III 

The 1996 /luT!Jan nf7Je/opme1lt Report I examined the economic growth and 

human development records of countries. I t found that countries that 
experienced economic growth without human development in one decade did 
not grow or experience human development in the subseguent while 
countries that experienced human development with little growth either 
increased economic growth in the subsequent decade or slipped back into little 
growth and slow human development. Some of the East Asian tiger economics 
arc the classic example of countries that started with human development and 

but moved into a phase of mutually reinforcing growth and hurnan 
,,,no..- ... t in subse<.ltIent decades. 

The East Asian model 

East Asia has widely been seen by non Green observers as the 
model to be followed. For many years the \X'orld Bank claimed that its success 
showed the virtues of the free market approach to economic development. In 

the East Asian countries had a great deal of stale intervention in the 

economy and had protectionist trade policies to allow their infant industries to 
In addition. thev had invested in education and health and conducted 

started to grow rapidly. Remarkably, because of 
redistributive measures of wealth did not increase as East Asia grew 
(so much for the Kuznets The World Bank only admitted that the East 
Asian countries had not been so free market in their aooroach after thev ran into 
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barriers have not actually led to growth in poor coulltries,l \ Ilowner, the World 
Bank and the IMF continue to see growth as the primary ()bjective, and human 
development as the means, while the UNDP has the opposite perspective. 

How easy would it be for other countries to replicate East Asia's economic 
success? It seems that a crucial factor was early investment in human 
development and a preparedness to push through land reform. The land reform 
started rural development and, unlike in many countries, the rural population 
was not sacrificed to provide cheaper food for the urban population. However, 
the same sort of policies were also pursued in Costa Rica, Cuba, Sri Lanka and 
Kerala. The difference is that the East Asian tigers pursued more 
policies in other areas. However, Costa Rica and Sri Lanka pursued capitalist 
policies from the 1980s, but still did not grow rapidly. Sri Lanka was obviously 
held back by civil war and Costa Rica was hobbled by the crushing debt it had 
acquired. 

Another factor in East Asia's rapid economic growth was its orientation 
towards exports to the West. Although it pursued protectionist policies, it was 
allowed access to \X/estern, and particularly American, markets. South Korea and 
Taiwan in particular were very important US allies that received a great deal of 
aid and support in the Cold War. Sceptics have also pointed out that Hong Kong 
and Singapore were city states able to benefit from unusual trade opportunities. 
However, Malaysia and Indonesia, which grew less and later, did not have such 
exceptional advantages. Today's WTO rules do not allow countries to build up 
their infant industries behind protective tariff walls. But even if that was not so, 
not every country can export manufactured goods in the way that the Asian 
tigers have - there simply is not enough demand for such products. If every 
country did attempt to do that, they would have similar experience to the 
countries that followed IMP instructions to export more commodities _ the 

competition for the market led to a dramatic fall in the prices 
could get for their exports. 

There is a more fundamental problem with the East Asian model, which is 
the terrible environmental cost it has carried. Development in East Asia has 
been accompanied by rampant deforestation, loss of habitat and pollution of 
the rivers, air and soil. It is sometimes argued that development follows the 
'environmental Kuznets curve'. According to this theory, pollution starts out 
low, then it increases in the early stages of industrialization, before diminishing 
again as development moves into a less resource-intensive phase of 'post
industrial' growth.14 It is perfectly true that the early of industrialization 
are particularly resource intensive and polluting, but it is a mistake to believe that 
the total environmental impact of industrialized countries has 
because the local environment is less obvious Iv polluted in Manchester or 
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processes have hecoll1e cleaner, hut also hecause the resources llsed conle frorn 

fun her afield (for example, oil and gas from the MiJdk: East rather than coal 
from Lancashire or Pennsylvania) and the impacts are out of sight, therefore out 
of mind, It is the case that in recent decades each extra percentage of economic 
growth has not meant an extra percentage of energy use, but energy use has only 
increased less rapidly, not decreased, and consumption of material resources 
continues to grow along with GNP. New technologies that appear 'clean' to the 
consumer can involve enormous environmental impacts upstream and 
downstream. Think of all the toxic chemicals and heavy metals that go into the 
production of computers and other electronic products. 
hazardous for those who handle them in manufacture or after 
thrown away; those metals have to be mined and refined. It has been estimated 
that the production of a desktop computer involves the movement of 14 Wnnes 
of solid materials almost as much as a car does. Ie. That is not necessarily to say 
that information and communications technology does not have the potential to 

increase eco-efficiency, but it is not doing so in its present form. 
The development path that the West has followed and that East Asia is 

following is an environmentally unsustainable one. The deeper philosophical 
question that the observation leads to is whether the response should be to try to 
achieve wealth in a more environmentally sustainable manner, or to abandon the 
pursuit of wealth itself. Many Greens have argued that the affluent consumer 
society does not truly lead to happiness anyway, and they are backed up by the 
findings of social scientists. 

Does material wealth bring happiness? 

Western societies have become much wealthier in material terms, yet studies 
show that people are no happier than they were 50 years ago. Surveys asking 
people how happy they are may sound strange, but it has been shown that 
individuals' assessments of how happy they are match well with the judgements 
of those around them and with physiological indicators of their level of 
contentment or stress. 

In Japan between 1951:\ and 1990, incomes increased five-fold from 
developing country levels to rival those in the United States, the people 
apparently became no happier. Some international comparisons suggest that 
average levels of happiness in a country do seem to rise as average incomes 

but that even then this effect wears off once a country reaches the 
rather modest income level found in countries like Mexico and Malaysia 
However, richer people in each society tend to report slightly greater levels of 
happiness than poorer people. Societies with more e(Iual distributions of wealth 
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their consumption. \},/hCll hardly anybody else ha':I lllohIle pilllill', possessing 

onc is a status symbol that makes you fed superior. \X'hcn everyone else has a 
mobilc phone, you feci dcprivcd if you don't have one too. Whcll evcrybodv has 
a mobile phone, nobody feels happier than they did he fore, Economic 

itself does not seem to bring happiness, except very temporarily. After a short 

get uscd to their ncw standard of living and go back to being as 
as they were before, but at a higher level of consumption. 17 

This argument leads to the conclusion that much of what is 

called 'development' is really about joining a rat race oj" meaningless additional 
consumption. Unfortunately, the huzz pcople get from 'retail therapy' is much 
likc the high from cocaine; thc pleasure may be short-lived, but that doesn't stop 
it being highly addictivc. Indeed, it is the short-lived nature of the pleasure that 
makes it so addictive. And like cocaine, the addiction leads to problems of its 
own. 

there are genuinc benefits to be had from enabling people to mec! 
their basic material needs and from promoting human development. But the 

conventional development model confuses improving <.Juality of life with 
achieving an affluent consumer lifestyle. If the development in 'sustainable 
development' was used to refer to meeting basic needs, as it was in thc 

Brundtland definition, then it would not be so controversial among 

and Greens. However, 'sustainable development' is very 
fre<.Juently used to refcr to old-fashioned development through economic 

while paying lip service to conct:rn about the environment. The 
emphasis elsewhere in the Brundtland report on economic growth, even in the 
already aftluent West, contributed to that 

Over the ycars since UNCED, 'sustainable development' has become a less 
and less fashionable expression. The vacuity of the way it is so often used as a 
euphemism for growth for its own sake has become widely known. 
Environmentalists ncver really liked the phrase, hut thl~y took advantage of its 

by the establishment to start talking more and more about 
'sustainability'. In the last few years, increasingly even politicians talk about 
sllstainability. The next chapter will turn from development to examine the 
concept of sustainability itsel[ 

f! 

Taking Sustainability into Economics 


If economists could manage to get themselves thought of as humble, 
competent people on a level with dentists, t hat would he splendid. 

john Maynard Keynes 

Introduction 

()ne of the most telling criticisms of conventional economics which 
environmentalists have been making since the time of 17.1(' /jmils to Crou!th is that 
in calculating GNP statistics, economists treat the consumption of the I ':arth's 
capital as if it were income. 

economic definitions of 'sustainability' start from this point. The idea 
has been that a state of suslainability would he achieved if capital was non
declining. It is not so simple, though. There is controversy about whether to 
consider human-made capital and natural capital together (weak sustainability) 
or separately (strong sustainahility). If they are counted together then increases 
in human-made capital can compensate for running down natural capital. Is that 
legitimate? Are the two kinds of capital substitutabh: in that way? 

The (illestion turns largely on the issue of the extent to which technology 
can compensate for the loss of natural resources, Weak sllstainability aSSllmes 
almost infinite substitutability technology, an assumption which 
environmentalists regard with scepticism. Strong sustainahility also assumes 
some substitutability, however. The difficulty is that any assllmotion about 
substitutability is ultimately rather 

The second part of the chapter turns to a rather dltterent approach to 
The concept of 'environmental space' attempts to make 

more concrete by dealing with the physical components separately. 
The idea is to look at each component and cOllsider what would he a level of 
activity that could be supported by ecosystems without irreversible damage. The 
total amount of activity that could be supported in such a way is referred to as 
the 'environmental 

The cnvironmental space IS closely linked to t he issue of 
distribution. Starting from the of a more of less fixed amount of 
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